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Liquid-crystalline behavior of rod-coil diblock copolymers
M. W. Matsena) and C. Barrett
Polymer Science Centre, University of Reading, Whiteknights, Reading RG6 6AF, United Kingdom

~Received 27 March 1998; accepted 8 June 1998!

The exact mean-field phase behavior of the Semenov–Vasilenko model for rod-coil diblock
copolymers is studied by applying self-consistent field techniques. The behavior depends on three
quantities: the rod/coil immiscibilityxN, the coil volume fractionf , and the ration of the
characteristic coil to rod dimensions. WhenxN&5, the rods and coils mix producing a nematic
phase, and at largerxN, they microphase separate forming a lamellar phase. The nonlamellar phases
expected atf *0.7 are not treated here. The lamellar phase is typically a smectic-C structure with
monolayers of tilted rods. A thorough understanding of the model is achieved by closely examining
segment distributions and various contributions to the free energy. The tilt angleu is generally
controlled by a competition between rod/coil interfacial tension and stretching of the coils.
Lowering f reduces the latter contribution, causingu→0 and producing a continuous transition to
a smectic-A structure. Beyond that, there is a tendency to form structures with the rods arranged in
bilayers, but this is strongly suppressed by a large steric penalty. We suggest that small amounts of
solvent can greatly alleviate this penalty, and therefore could significantly affect some aspects of the
phase behavior. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~98!51534-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Block copolymers are arguably the most ideal class
molecules for examining phenomena related to molec
self-assembly.1 This is well demonstrated by the progre
achieved in understanding the behavior of the classical c
coil diblock copolymer. The highly analogous behavior
conventional lyotropic liquid crystals is still far from we
understood even after many decades of study,2 whereas, in
contrast, we have developed detailed explanations for
polymeric system3 over a relatively short period of time
This has been aided by a number of factors. The macro
lecular nature of polymers is responsible for suppressing
fects related to the atomic details, providing a system wh
the behavior is more universal and dependent on far fe
parameters. Furthermore, the macromolecular character
presses fluctuation effects,4 which tend to obscure the unde
lying mechanisms responsible for self-assembly. All t
contributes to one further advantage, that being the ease
which polymeric systems can be accurately modeled.5

Another attractive feature of polymeric systems is t
wide range of chemical monomers and sophisticated ani
synthesis techniques allowing scientists to tailor remarka
complex molecules. This versatility permits us to carefu
examine a diverse range of phenomena. For instance
searchers can incorporate rigid blocks into these polymer
order to examine behavior characteristic of conventio
thermotropic liquid crystals.6 Just as with flexible block co
polymers, the choice of possible architectures is endless
it is natural to first consider the simplest, a rod-coil dibloc
created by joining the end of a rigid rod to that of a flexib
coil. The new feature of this block copolymer is its nontrivi
steric interactions. Although the configurations of the fle

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
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ible chain are highly restricted by its environment, the e
tropy loss is related to the ‘‘free volume’’ which remain
more or less constant, and therefore its steric interactions
be ignored. On the other hand, the number of configurati
accessible to the rigid block depends strongly on the shap
the ‘‘free volume,’’ which in turn depends on the orientatio
of the neighboring rods, and consequently the steric effe
cannot be overlooked.

Previous work by Semenov and Vasilenko7 introduced a
well-suited microscopic model for rod-coil diblock copoly
mers, which accounts for the steric interactions among
rods, the stretching of the coils, and the unfavorable rod/
interactions. The main innovation of their model is the effe
tive way it accurately treats the steric effects. Although ste
interactions are rather complicated, their net effect is simp

they cause the rods to select a preferred orientation,n̂, called
the director. When the rods are long and concentrated, t
orientation will fluctuate only slightly from the director, an
to a good approximation these fluctuations can be igno

Note that even with the rod orientation constrained to thn̂
direction, it is necessary to account for residual steric effe
that prevent the rods from overlapping, but that
straightforward.7 Although this treatment will break down a
large coil volume fractionsf , it should be accurate for mos
of the parameter space.

The original study by Semenov and Vasilenko7 only
considered the nematic phase and the smectic-A lame
phases where the rods remain perpendicular to the lame
They did, however, allow the rods of the smectic phase
adopt either a monolayer or a bilayer configuration. Follo
ing that, Semenov8 extended the calculation to include th
smectic-C phases, where the rods could tilt by an angleu to
the lamellar normal~see Fig. 1!. Shortly thereafter, Williams
and Fredrickson9 further extended the calculation to includ
8 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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nonlamellar phases, where the rods form finite-sized disk
‘‘pucks’’ covered in a layer of coils, which would presum
ably pack together into some three-dimensional superst
ture. They predicted that such phases should exist at l
coil fractions (f *0.9).

Recently, experimentalists have created rod-coil diblo
copolymers capable of testing these theoretical predictio
In particular, Chenet al.10,11 have synthesized five copoly
mers by joining a highly rigid polyhexyl-isocyanate~PHIC!
block to a flexible polystyrene~PS! coil. As expected, their
samples formed smectic lamellar phases, but there w
some interesting features not anticipated by the theory
three of the samples, the lamellar order was very short ra
one possessed ‘‘wavy’’ lamellar domains while the other t
exhibited sharp ‘‘zig-zag’’ patterns. In contrast, the other t
samples exhibited extraordinary long-range lamellar or
over distances of up to almost a micrometer. Furtherm
these latter samples displayed an unusual smectic-O ch
ter, where the rod orientation flipped between successive
ers. Radzilowskiet al.12 have synthesized rod-coil diblock
with larger coil fractionsf , and have observed nonlamell
structures. Evidently, the lamellar rod domains transform
cylinders or ‘‘strips’’ nearf ;0.7 and then to micellar aggre
gates or ‘‘pucks’’ nearf ;0.8.

In this paper, we examine the Semenov–Vasilen
model much more accurately than the earlier studies.
previous efforts,7–9 which were all based on mean-fie
theory, invoked a wide range of approximations to obt
analytic results in various limits. By piecing together tho
results a reasonably complete picture of the behavior
generated. However, these approximations are not neces
Using self-consistent field techniques, we now examine
Semenov–Vasilenko model exactly within mean-fie
theory. For the moment, we have ignored the nonlame
morphologies, and so our calculations are only valid fof
&0.7. Our results provide a few qualitative changes to
previously predicted phase diagram, but more importan
they provide quantitatively accurate predictions for compa
son with future experiments. Our theoretical predictions

FIG. 1. Schematic illustrations of~a! monolayer and~b! bilayer smectic-C
phases. The length of each rod is 2L5(12 f )Nb and its angle to the
lamellar normal isu. The smectic-A phases correspond tou50.
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coincide reasonably well with previous experiments,10,11 but
we suggest there are some significant nonequilibrium effe
that they need to address.

II. THEORY

In this section, we formulate the self-consistent fie
theory ~SCFT!5,13,14 for a system ofn rod-coil diblock co-
polymers using the Semenov–Vasilenko model.7 The seg-
ments are assumed to be incompressible and are de
based on a common volume,r0

21. The coil and rod blocks
consist of f N and (12 f )N segments, respectively, an
therefore the total volume of the system isV 5nN/r0 . The
coil segments are assumed to be completely flexible wit
statistical length,a, and rod segments are completely rig
with a contour length,b. As mentioned in Sec. I, the mode
assumes that the steric interactions orient all the rods par
to a common unit vector,n̂, which we call the director.

To specify the configuration of theath molecule, we
parametrize the flexible segments with a parameter,s, that
varies from 0 at the free end tof at the junction. Then the
function, ra(s), is defined as the contour of the coil, an
I aP$21,1% denotes whether the rod is oriented in the ne
tive or positiven̂ direction. In terms of these quantities, th
density of the flexible segments is

f̂C~r !5
N

r0
(
a51

n E
0

f

ds d~r2ra~s!!, ~1!

and the density of the rigid segments is

f̂R~r !5
12 f

2L E
2L

L

dt p̂R~r1tn̂!, ~2!

whereL5(12 f )bN/2 is half the rod length and

p̂R~r !5
1

n (
a51

n

d~r2ra~ f !2I aLn̂! ~3!

is the midpoint distribution of the rods.
The Semenov–Vasilenko model uses the standard in

action energy,

Û

kBT
5xr0E dr f̂C~r !f̂R~r !, ~4!

wherex is the Flory–Huggins interaction parameter. In ge
eral, the statistical mechanics of a large system of interac
molecules is intractable. To overcome this difficulty, w
implement SCFT, where the interactions experienced
each molecule are represented by two static fields,w(z) and
u(z), acting onf̂C(r ) and p̂R(r ), respectively. Recall tha
our study is limited to one-dimensional structures and so
fields only vary in thez direction ~see Fig. 1!.

The free energy functional for the Semenov–Vasilen
model is given by

F

nkBT
[2 ln~Q /L!1L 21E dz@xNfC~z!fR~z!

2w~z!fC~z!2u~z!pR~z!2j~z!~12fC~z!

2fR~z!!2pR~z1Lz!ln~12fR~z!!#, ~5!
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whereL is the extent of the system inz direction,fC(z) is
the thermodynamic average off̂C(r ), pR(z) is the average
of p̂R(r ),

fR~z!5
12 f

2Lz
E

z2Lz

z1Lz
dz8 pR~z8!, ~6!

Lz5L cos(u), andu is the angle betweenn̂ and thez direc-
tion. The first term in Eq.~5! is the free energy of a molecul
in the fieldsw(z) andu(z). It provides the appropriate en
tropy for the molecules, but its internal energy, which com
from the fields, has to be corrected. To do that, we add
interaction energy due to Eq.~4! and then subtract off the
energy of the fields. The term with the Lagrange multipl
j(z), is used to enforce the incompressibility condition, a
the last term represents the entropy loss due to the s
interactions preventing the rods from overlapping.7 The
fields are determined by locating the extremum inF with
respect tofC(z) andpR(z):

w~z!5xNfR~z!1j~z!, ~7!

u~z!5
12 f

2Lz
E

z2Lz

z1Lz
dz8FxNfC~z8!1j~z8!

1
pR~z81Lz!

12fR~z8! G2 ln~12fR~z2Lz!!, ~8!

wherej(z) is determined by the constraint

fC~z!1fR~z!51. ~9!

To proceed, we must solve the statistical mechanics
single molecule in the fields,w(z) and u(z). Its partition
function is given by

Q[(
I a

E DraP@ra ;0,f #

3expH 2E
0

f

ds w~za~s!!2u~za~ f !1I aLz!J , ~10!

where za(s) represents thez component ofra(s). The
weighting function,

P@ra ;s1 ,s2#5expH 2
3

2Na2 E
s1

s2
dsU d

ds
ra~s!U2J , ~11!

accounts for the entropy loss of stretching the flexible c
To make progress, we define

q~r ,s![E DraP@ra ;0,s#d~r2ra~s!!

3expH 2E
0

s

dt w~za~ t !!J , ~12!

which by symmetry depends only on thez coordinate, and
which satisfies the modified diffusion equation,13

]

]s
q~z,s!5

1

6
Na2

]2

]z2 q~z,s!2w~z!q~z,s!, ~13!

with the initial condition,q(z,0)51. Similarly, we introduce
s
e

,

ric

a

l.

q†~r ,s![(
I a

E DraP@ra ;s, f #d~r2ra~s!!

3expH 2E
s

f

dt w~za~ t !!2u~za~ f !1I aLz!J ,

~14!

which satisfies

]

]s
q†~z,s!52

1

6
Na2

]2

]z2 q†~z,s!1w~z!q†~z,s! ~15!

with q†(z, f )5exp$2u(z1Lz)%1exp$2u(z2Lz)%. In terms of
these functions,

Q

L
5E dz q~z,s!q†~z,s!, ~16!

which can be evaluated for any value ofs between 0 andf .
Furthermore, the necessary densities are

fC~z!5 2
L

Q

DQ

Dw~z!
5

L

Q
E

0

f

ds q~z,s!q†~z,s!, ~17!

pR~z!5 2
L

Q

DQ

Du~z!
5pR1~z!1pR2~z!, ~18!

where

pR6~z!5
L

Q
q~z7Lz , f !exp$2u~z!%. ~19!

This completes the list of expressions required to p
form a SCFT calculation for the rod-coil diblock system
Careful examination reveals that only three parameters,xN,
f , and n[aN1/2/bN, affect the phase behavior. To dete
mine the stable state for a given set of parameters, we
by making an initial guess forD/aN1/2, u, w(z), andu(z).
Given that, the concentrations,fC(z), fR(z), and pR(z),
are calculated using Eqs.~13! and~15!–~19!. Next,w(z) and
u(z) are adjusted by a quasi-Newton–Raphson method s
to satisfy Eqs.~7!–~9!. At this point, the free energy is cal
culated using Eq.~5!. The final step is to minimizeF with
respect toD/aN1/2 andu. This entire procedure can be pe
formed in real space, but we find it far more effective
expand all spatially dependent quantities in Fourier se
and to work with their Fourier coefficients.14 In fact, it was
possible for us to keep the numerical inaccuracy absolu
negligible ~i.e., less than one part in 106) without ever ex-
ceeding 50 harmonics.

The phase diagram for the rod-coil diblock system
determined by just examining the free energy. However
actually understand the phase behavior, it is worthwhile
examine other quantities, such as the various segment d
butions, and to break the free energy up into physically r
evant contributions:F5U2TSfl2TSid2TSst, where U is
the average interaction energy,Sfl is the entropy of the flex-
ible segments,Sid is the ideal entropy of the rods, andSst is
the entropy correction due to the steric interactions betw
the rods. The explicit expressions for these four contributio
are
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U

nkBT
5xNL 21E dz fC~z!fR~z!, ~20!

2
Sfl

nkB
52L 21E dz@$pR1~z2Lz!1pR2~z

1Lz!% ln q~z, f !1w~z!fC~z!#, ~21!

2
Sid

nkB
5L 21E dz@pR1~z!ln pR1~z!

1pR2~z!ln pR2~z!#, ~22!

2
Sst

nkB
52L 21E dz pR~z1Lz!ln~12fR~z!!. ~23!

The expression forU is a straightforward consequence
Eq. ~4! for the rod/coil interaction energy. To obtainSfl , we
take the free energy of a coil with one end fixed atz @i.e.,
ln q(z,f )#, average it over the distribution of junctions@i.e.,
pR1(z2Lz)1pR2(z1Lz)#, and then subtract off the interna
energy contribution from the field,w(z). The equation for
Sid is an ideal-gas expression related to the number of w
the rods can be arranged given their distributions. The c
rection to this due to the steric interactions,Sst, is derived in
Ref. 7.

III. NEMATIC PHASE

We begin by considering the high-temperature nem
phase. In this phase,xN is too small to cause segregation
the rods and coils, and therefore the various distributions
uniform, i.e.,fC(z)5 f , fR(z)512 f , andpR6(z)51/2. It
is thus trivial to show that U/nkBT5xN f(12 f ),
2Sfl /nkB50, 2Sid /nkB52 ln(2), and2Sst/nkB52 ln(f ),
from which it follows that the total free energy i
FN /nkBT5xN f(12 f )2 ln(2 f ).

As the temperature is lowered, the nematic phase
comes unstable and transforms to a smectic phase. W
mean-field theory, the transition is generally continuous,
so it can be located by examining the free energy of a co
position fluctuation,fC(r )' f 1fC,1& cos(k–r ). To lowest
order in the amplitudefC,1 , the free energy is

F

nkBT
'

FN

nkBT
1

1

2
SN

21~k!fC,1
2 , ~24!

whereSN(k) is the nematic-state structure function. Becau
of the cylindrical symmetry aboutn̂, SN(k) depends only on
the magnitudek[uku and the angleu betweenk and n̂. In
the Appendix, we show that

SN
21~k,u!5

S1112S121S22

S11S222S12
2 1

2 cos~kLz!

f g
1

1

f 2 22xN,

~25!

where

S1152~exp~2x f !211x f !/x2, ~26!

S125cos~kLz!g~12exp~2x f !!/x, ~27!

S225g2, ~28!
ys
r-

ic

re

e-
in
d
-

e

g5~12 f !sin~kLz!/~kLz!, ~29!

x5k2a2N/6. ~30!

A large value ofSN(k,u) indicates a small energetic penal
for a fluctuation of wave vectork. WhenSN(k,u) diverges,
the fluctuation becomes stable and the nematic phase tr
forms into a smectic phase.

Figure 2 shows a contour plot of the nematic-state str
ture function atxN56 and f 50.4. So that we can conside
all values ofn simultaneously,SN(k,u) is plotted as a func-
tion of kaN1/2 and kaN1/2 cos(u)/n. To interpret Fig. 2, it
should be treated as a plot in terms ofk and k cos(u), the
magnitude ofk and its component along then̂ direction,
respectively. Note that for finite values ofn, part of the plot
is unphysical, specifically the portion below the straight li
of slopen through the origin.

In Fig. 2, SN(k,u) is finite everywhere, and so the nem
atic phase is stable for all values ofn at xN56 and f
50.4. Notice, however, that there is region alongk cos(u)
'7n/aN1/2, where the fluctuations are particularly stron
They become stronger asxN increases eventually producin
a divergence whenxN56.37. The divergence occurs a
kaN1/250 and therefore only affects then50 limit, but as
xN increases further, the divergence moves to largerkaN1/2

affecting finite values ofn. Diblocks with n50.25 experi-
ence the divergence atxN56.51, which transforms them to
a smectic-A (u50) phase with a period,D/aN1/253.61. In
the casen50.5, the transition occurs atxN57.11 producing
a smectic-A phase withD/aN1/251.76. For n51.0, the
smectic-A phase does not occur untilxN510.59, and its
period is onlyD/aN1/250.92.

FIG. 2. Contour plot of the nematic-state structure function,SN(k,u), at
xN56 andf 50.4 plotted in terms ofk andk cos(u), the magnitude and the

n̂ component of the wave vectork, respectively. For a givenn, only the
region above the straight line of slopen through the origin is physically
relevant. In the small-n limit, the scattering pattern can be considered as t

disks orthogonal ton̂ a distance;67n/aN1/2 along then̂ axis each with a
radius of;5/aN1/2. As n increases, the disks shrink and begin to resem
simple pointlike peaks.
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In general, the nematic/smectic transition is relative
insensitive ton until n;1, where it starts to move rapidl
toward largexN. To reveal this behavior move clearly, w
examine thef→0 limit, where the divergence inSN(k,u)
can be calculated analytically. In this limit, the transitio
occurs at

xN5
p2

2 S 11
p2n4

9 D , ~31!

where the smectic phase has a wave vector ofkaN1/2

52pn and a tilt angle ofu50. Clearly, then4 dependence
in Eq. ~31! accounts for the way the transition shifts wi
increasingn.

IV. SMECTIC MONOLAYER PHASES

We now examine the smectic lamellar phases that fo
when xN becomes sufficient to cause segregation betw
the rods and coils. Just above the nematic/smectic transi
the rod layers are very broad, but asxN increases, the rod
align forming well-defined monolayer domains as depic
in Fig. 1~a!. At this point, the repeat period of the smec
phase isD/aN1/2'cos(u)/n, whereu is the tilt angle of the
rods. If u50, then the phase is called smectic-A, and ifu
.0, then it is smectic-C.

Much can be learned about the smectic phases by
examining how their segment distributions depend onxN, f ,
andn. With this intent, Fig. 3 plots the coil segment distr
bution, fC(z), and the center of mass distribution of th
rods,rR(z), for a representative selection of parameters. T
sequence in Figs. 3~a!–3~c! illustrates how the smectic-C
phase develops asxN increases with a fixed composition o
f 50.4. At the weak segregation ofxN512, the profiles of
the smectic-C phase are broad and poorly developed. N

FIG. 3. Plots offC(z) ~solid curves! and pR(z) ~dashed curves! for a
selection of smectic monolayer phases. The first four,~a!–~d!, correspond to
smectic-C phases providedn is less than the indicated values, and the l
two, ~e! and~f!, are for smectic-A phases where a largen prevents the rods
from tilting.
n
n,

d

st

e

te

that n only affects the tilt angle, which is given byu
5cos21(n/0.282); if n happens to be larger than 0.282, th
a smectic-A phase will occur instead. AtxN525, the pro-
files become reasonably developed and the tilt angle
creases tou5cos21(n/0.437). At the strong segregation o
xN550, the tilt angle decreases tou5cos21(n/0.412) in or-
der to reduce the interfacial area. The remaining three p
in Fig. 3 examine the intermediate degree of segregatio
xN525 as f is varied. Figure 3~d! shows that a rise in the
coil composition to f 50.6 increases the tilt angle tou
5cos21(n/0.528) so as to relax the highly stretched coi
Naturally, lowering the composition tof 50.2 has the oppo-
site effect reducing the tilt angle tou5cos21(n/0.204), pro-
vided thatn,0.204. If n is larger, then a smectic-A phas
results; Figures 3~d! and 3~e! show profiles for this particular
situation.

Another way to enhance our understanding of the sm
tic phases is to examine the free energyF and its four con-
tributions in Eqs.~20!–~23!. As it turns out, the contribution
from the steric interactions is fairly trivial. Assuming reaso
ably segregated monolayer rod domains and using Eq.~6! to
obtain an approximate relation betweendfR and dz, the
steric energy in Eq.~23! becomes

2
Sst

nkB
'2E

0

1

dfR ln~12fR!51. ~32!

Consequently, the steric interactions play a rather minor r
in the behavior of the monolayer phases, but this is not so
the bilayer phases discussed in Sec. V.

Figure 4 plots the three remaining free energy contrib
tions as a function ofn/cos(u), which is approximately the

t

FIG. 4. Free energyF and three of its contributions,U, 2TSfl , and2TSid ,
plotted as a function of tilt angleu for the smectic monolayer phases. Rec
that the2TSst contribution is nearly constant@see Eq.~32!#. To a good
approximation, the horizontal axis represents the lamellar period s
D/aN1/2'n/cos(u). The vertical dotted lines denote the equilibrium angle
the smectic-C phase, unlessn is too large in which case the most stable sta
is smectic-A withu50.
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inverse domain spacing, (D/aN1/2)21. It is most instructive
to first focus on the strongly segregated case in Fig. 4~a!. At
large n/cos(u) ~i.e., smallD/aN1/2), F is dominated by the
interfacial energy7 from U and 2TSfl . Since this energy is
proportional to the total interfacial area,F is roughly linear
with n/cos(u). At smaller values ofn/cos(u) ~i.e., large
D/aN1/2), 2TSfl picks up an additional contribution from
the coil stretching, which produces a minimum inF at
n/cos(u)50.412. Provided thatn,0.412, the system adopt
this minimum and exhibits a smectic-C phase; otherwise
comes as close as possible by forming a smectic-A ph
with u50. The behavior to the left of the minimum at sma
n/cos(u) seems a bit odd, but there is a simple explanati
As n/cos(u) approaches zero, the highly stretched coils s
pulling rods into their domains, which allows them to rel
but produces a wide rod/coil interface. This is reflected b
sharp rise inU and a dramatic drop in2TSfl and 2TSid .
The resulting situation, which occurred in Figs. 3~e! and 3~f!,
is what Semenov and Vasilenko7 call the ‘‘neutral’’ state.
For the strongly segregated case in Fig. 4~a!, the rise inU
dominates the reduction in2TSfl and 2TSid , and so the
neutral state is unstable. However, this changes as eithexN
or f is reduced. Notice that in Fig. 4~d!, the minimum inF is
much shallower and is shifted towardn/cos(u)50. At lower
xN or f , the minimum disappears allowing a neutr
smectic-A state to occur. Note that the crossover to the n
tral state is not an actual phase transition.

To complete our understanding of the smectic mo
layer phases, we now examine the domain spacingD as a
function of xN and f in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!, respectively. In
both plots, the solid curve represents the period associ
with the free energy minima in Fig. 4. First, we consider t
n50 limit, where the smectic phase can achieve this des
period by selecting an appropriate tilt angleu. In Fig. 5~a!
where f 50.4, the nematic phase transforms to a neu
smectic-A phase atxN56.37 and then to a smectic-C pha
at xN58.61. AsxN increases, the population of rods e
tending deep into the coil domains drops, making it nec
sary for the coils to stretch in order to satisfy the incompre
ibility condition @i.e., fC(r )1fR(r )51]. To alleviate some
of the stretching,D decreases by tilting the rods. At th

FIG. 5. Domain spacingD of the smectic lamellar phases plotted~a! as a
function ofxN at f 50.4 and~b! as a function off at xN525. If n is not too
large, the system will generally adopt the smectic-C monolayer phase w
spacing given by the solid curve. Otherwise, the smectic-A monolayer p
occurs withD/aN1/2'n21 as indicated by the dashed curves. TheD→`
limits of the smectic-C curves are marked by arrows, and in~a! the nematic/
smectic-A transition forn50 is also denoted by an arrow.
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intermediate segregationxN'25, the interfacial tension
starts to take over andD begins to increase. In Fig. 5~b!
where xN525, the neutral smectic-A state occurs forf
,0.151, where the rods are able to penetrate the thin
domains. For largerf , the rods are expelled from the co
domains causing the coils to stretch. Of course, the stretc
penalty is further amplified by the increase in coil size, a
consequently there is a sizable reduction inD.

The maximum domain spacing in a smectic monola
phase is approximatelyaN1/2/n, and thus it is not always
possible to achieve the desired domain spacing plotted
Fig. 5 with the solid curves. Roughly speaking, ifn21 falls
below the solid curves, a smectic-A phase will occur w
D/aN1/2'n21. The dashed curves show actual values
D/aN1/2 for n50.25, 0.5, and 1.0. Notice that at weak se
regations near the nematic/smectic boundary, smallxN in
Fig. 5~a! or large f in Fig. 5~b!, there is a significant devia
tion from cos(u)/n'D/aN1/2. Also note that there are variou
features evident in Fig. 5 such as nematic/smectic-A a
smectic-A/smectic-C transitions, which will show up in o
phase diagrams in Sec. VI.

V. SMECTIC BILAYER PHASES

As illustrated in Fig. 5~a!, the large interfacial energy
that occurs at high degrees of segregation forces
smectic-C phase to expand its period by reducing the
angle u. Of course, once the monolayer phase becom
smectic-A~i.e., u50), the system must find another way
lower its interfacial area. This can be done by transform
to a bilayer phase@see Fig. 1~b!#, where the domain spacin
is D/aN1/2'2 cos(u)/n. Although this can potentially reduc
the interfacial area by a factor of 2, the steric penalties
greatly increased due to the restrictions placed on the rod
the monolayer phase, the rods are free to slide independe
but in the bilayer phase, the rods are arranged end-to-end
thus they must move in pairs so as not to violate the inco
pressibility condition at the center of the rod domains.

Even at the strong segregation ofxN550, the steric
penalty is generally far too great to permit a stable bila
phase. The exception is at largen, where the smectic-A
monolayer phase can build up significant interfacial ene
because of its small period,D/aN1/2'n21. For n51.0 and
xN550, a stable smectic-A bilayer phase occurs
0.0957, f ,0.3001. One might expect a smectic-C bilay
phase to occur intermediate to the two smectic-A phas8

but it does not. Once the bilayer phase forms, the extre
interfacial energies required to overcome the steric pen
immediately force the tilt angle to zero. At much strong
degrees of segregation, there will exist conditions where
bilayer smectic-C phase becomes stable.8

Figure 6 compares the profiles,fC(z) andpR(z), of the
monolayer and bilayer smectic-A phases on the ph
boundary atxN550 andf 50.3001. Due to the fixed com
position, both the rod and coil domains are twice as thick
the bilayer phase as compared to the monolayer phase.
important to notice that the bilayer phase has a sizable c
centration of coil segments in the middle of each rod doma
As f decreases to 0.0957, this concentration increases
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tinuously, transforming the bilayer phase back into t
monolayer phase.

To reveal the issues involved in selecting between
monolayer and bilayer phases, Fig. 7 compares their
energy contributions, Eqs.~20!–~23!, as a function off . Fig-
ure 7~a! shows the reduction in the interaction energyU as a
result of switching to the bilayer structure. The reduction
substantial, but not a factor of 2 as it could be if the cente
the rod domains were free of coils. The entropic energy
the coils, shown in Fig. 7~b!, is more closely matched. Al
though the coils are far more stretched in the bilayer pha
this is countered by a reduction in the interfacial entro
loss,7 causing2TSfl to be slightly smaller in the bilaye
phase. The entropic energy of the rods,2TSid , is lower in
the monolayer phase because each rod can adopt eithe
entation, i.e.,I a561. As we have discussed above, there
large steric penalties in the bilayer phase and this is ill
trated by Fig. 7~d!. Although 2TSst is quite large for the
bilayer phase, it would be much larger, if it were not for t
small concentration of coils in the middle of the rod doma
Because the flexible coils can fill small gaps, where the r
meet at the center of the domain, they relieve a great dea
the steric penalty, but for a significant cost inU. A small
amount of compressibility or a small concentration of
appropriate solvent are other less expensive alternatives
could dramatically stabilize the bilayer phase.

FIG. 6. Plots offC(z) ~solid curves! and pR(z) ~dashed curves! for the
smectic-A~a! monolayer and~b! bilayer phases along their phase bounda
at xN550, f 50.3001, andn51.0.

FIG. 7. Contributions to the free energyF as a function of compositionf for
xN550 andn51.0. The solid curves correspond to the smectic-A mon
layer phase and the dashed curves represent the smectic-A bilayer p
The bilayer phase is stable for 0.0957, f ,0.3001.
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VI. PHASE DIAGRAM

Figure 8 presents the phase diagram showing specific
where the various nematic and smectic phases are stable
phase diagram has three axes corresponding toxN, f , andn,
but instead of trying to construct a three-dimensional p
we present a series of cuts though the diagram withn fixed at
0.0, 0.25, 0.5, and 1.0. In eachxN- f plane, we examinexN
from 0 to 50 andf over the entire range, 0 to 1. There see
little point of examining the strong-segregation regime b
yond xN550, because nonequilibrium effects are certain
prevent experiments from accessing the behavior. At
rate, we have difficulty solving the self-consistent field equ
tions once the rod domains become extremely pure; we
dashed lines for those boundaries which could not be ev
ated. Although we examine the entire range off , be aware
that the nonlamellar phases expected forf *0.7 are not con-
sidered in our study. Typical rod-coil molecules correspo
to values ofn&0.25 ~see Table I!, but for completeness an
so that we can study a stable bilayer phase, larger valuesn
are also considered.

As discussed in Sec. III, the phase boundary separa
the high-temperature nematic phase from the lo
temperature smectic phases is generally continuous wi
mean-field theory. Therefore, it can be located by determ
ing when the nematic-state structure function,SN(k,u), in
Eq. ~25! develops a divergence. The wave vector of the
vergence provides the domain spacing and tilt angle of
resulting smectic phase. Forf &0.7 or more specifically to
the right of the dots in Fig. 8, the divergence inSN(k,u)

-
se.

FIG. 8. Phase diagrams plotted in thexN- f plane for ~a! n50.0, ~b! n
50.25, ~c! n50.5, and~d! n51.0, denoting the stable regions for the nem
atic ~N!, monolayer smectic-A (SA), bilayer smectic-A (SA

b), and monolayer
smectic-C (SC) phases. The N/S boundaries are continuous to the lef
each square, and the SA /SC boundaries are also continuous. The interse
tions of these boundaries are marked with circular dots. Note that in~d!, the
SC phase exists but is too small to be resolved. The SA

b phase in~d! is
bounded on the left and right by continuous and discontinuous transiti
respectively. The dashed curves denote extrapolated boundaries, w
could not be calculated due to numerical difficulties.
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occurs atu50, and thus the nematic phase transforms int
smectic-A phase. Between the dots and the triang
SN(k,u) diverges atu.0 producing a smectic-C phase, an
between the triangles and the squares,SN(k,u) diverges at
u590° producing an unusual phase that almost immedia
transforms discontinuously to a regular smectic-C pha
This u590° phase exists in a region that is far too narrow
be resolved on the scale of Fig. 8. Beyond the squares
nematic/smectic boundary is discontinuous. In reality,
should pay no attention to the phase behavior beyonf
;0.7, because it will be altered by the nonlamellar pha
omitted in our study.

Emerging from the solid dots in Fig. 8 is the smectic-
smectic-C transition. Note that a smectic-C region does e
in Fig. 8~d!, but it is far too narrow to be resolved on th
scale. The smectic-A/smectic-C boundary is continuo
apart from one absolutely negligible exception. Whenn'0,
there is an extremely short interval of lengthD f ;0.002 next
to the nematic phase where the smectic-A/smectic-C tra
tion is weakly discontinuous.

In the n50 limit, the entire smectic-A phase is neutr
with completely relaxed coils. Asn increases, the smectic-A
phase consumes a portion of the smectic-C phase. In
new region of smectic-A, the coils can become reasona
stretched. However, there is no actual phase transition di
guishing the relaxed- and stretched-coil regions of
smectic-A phase.8

Whenn is large, the monolayer smectic-A phase dev
ops a sufficiently high interfacial energy that it switches to
bilayer smectic-A phase as illustrated in Fig. 8~d!. The bi-
layer (SA

b) phase is bounded on the right by a discontinuo
transition and on the left by a continuous one. The disc
tinuous transition occurs when the coils become sufficien
relaxed to allow the interfacial tension to overcome the ste
penalty of forming bilayers. As the coil size is reduced fu
ther, the penalty for placing coils at the center of a rod d
main monotonically drops, and consequently the concen
tion of coil segments in the rod domains rises eventua
producing a continuous transition back to the monola
phase.

VII. DISCUSSION

One of the challenges in extending the succes
achieved in modeling flexible block copolymer molecules3–5

to architectures involving rigid blocks is to accurately tre
the steric interactions. A study by Mu¨ller and Schick15 has
clearly demonstrated that they cannot be ignored. W
steric effects are omitted, a cylindrical morphology occu
where the lamellar structures should be.15 In general, steric
interactions are too complicated to treat by an accurate fi
principles approach, but fortunately their net effect can
mimicked by constraining the rod orientation to a particu
direction,n̂. If, as in the present case, the rods are long a
highly concentrated, this approximation should be very
curate. However, as pointed out by Semenov and Vasilen7

this constraint is not sufficient since the rods can still ov
lap, but this latter consideration can be taken into accoun
using the steric energy in Eq.~23!. In many works,16 steric
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effects have been treated by conventional Maier–Saupe
body interactions. While this is more suitable for short ro
semiflexible blocks, and dilute rod concentrations, it is n
appropriate for the rod-coil diblock copolymers examined
our study.

The steric interactions impart liquid-crystalline behavi
upon the rod-coil diblock system causing the hig
temperature phase to be nematic and the microphase s
rated structures to be smectic. If the segregation is weak
the coil domains are narrow, a neutral smectic-A phase
sults, where the coils avoid stretching by pulling rods in
their domains. However, whenxN and f are large, this be-
comes costly and the rod/coil interface becomes narrow
this point, the behavior is largely dictated by the stretch
energy, which is proportional tof D2, and by the interfacial
energy, which is proportional tog/D, whereg is the rod/coil
interfacial tension. Packing constraints requireD}cos(u),
and thus the equilibrium tilt angleu roughly obeys cos(u)
}(g/f )1/3. At large f or small xN, a monolayer smectic-C
phase generally occurs with a high degree of tilt, and af
decreases orxN increases,u→0 eventually producing a
continuous transition to a smectic-A phase. We note t
Halperin17 argued that the interfacial energy should be p
portional tog(11utan(u)u), which in this case would predic
a strong discontinuous transition fromu545° to u50°.
Semenov8 has pointed out flaws in his argument. First Ha
perin assumes an ideal interface where the rods are tig
packed and perfectly aligned@i.e., pR(z) is represented by a
series of Dirac delta functions#. Under this condition, the
area of contact between the coils and the rods would dep
sensitively on the detail shape of the rod ends, for which
made a rather artificial choice. Fortunately, in a realistic ca
where pR(z) has some finite width producing a somewh
rough interface, the molecular detail will not be importa
and our treatment should be accurate.

Our calculation has ignored crystallization effects, whi
are common among rigid blocks. At high rod concentratio
or low temperatures, the rods will typically crystallize qua
tizing the orientationu to a small set of discrete values. Th
will split the smectic-C phase up into a series of regions, o
for each of the allowed anglesu, separated by discontinuou
phase transitions. Undoubtedly, these boundaries would
difficult if not impossible to experimentally locate, becau
of the severe nonequilibrium effects associated with the h
energy barriers involved in changingu. Therefore, it would
be highly desirable to work with rods which do not crysta
lize.

Onceu50, the smectic monolayer phase in Fig. 1~a! can
only increase its domain spacing by switching to the bila
arrangement in Fig. 1~b!. In principle, we might expect a
smectic-C bilayer phase to initially form followed by a co
tinuous transition to a smectic-A bilayer phase. However,
found that the interfacial penalty required to overcome
steric penalty is so great that once the bilayer phase formu
immediately becomes zero. In fact, for intermediate degr
of segregation (xN&50), the interfacial tension can onl
overcome the steric penalty of a bilayer phase whenn is
unrealistically large, and once it forms, a significant conc
tration of coil segments accumulate at the center of the
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TABLE I. Smectic phases of the rod-coil diblock copolymers in Ref. 11.

Sample Na f b nc u Rod domain Morphology

HS73/104 1360 0.58 0.11 60° Monolayer Wavy lamell
HS63/14 390 0.27 0.20 45° Bilayer Zig-zag
HS58/7 510 0.10 0.17 45° Bilayer Zig-zag
HS245/9 2000 0.035 0.087 45° Bilayer Arrowhead
HS386/7 3090 0.017 0.070 45° Monolayer Arrowhead

aDefined usingr0
215211 Å3, the estimated volume of a PHIC monomer.

bCalculated using PS and PHIC mass densities of 1.04 and 1.00 g/cm3, respectively.
cCalculated usinga57.57 Å andb51.95 Å.
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domains@see Fig. 6~b!#. The small distribution of flexible
coils is far better at filling space uniformly than the rig
rods, and thus they greatly reduce the steric penalty, jus
ing the costly rod/coil contacts. Alternative ways of reduci
the high steric penalties are to include a finite compressib
or another component in the system. In particular, a selec
solvent for the rods should be very effective.

When f is large, the lamellae are forced to break in
small aggregates to allow the highly stretched coils to spr
out and relax. Experiments by Radzilowskiet al.12 have
shown that the rod lamellae first break into long ‘‘strips’’
f ;0.74 and then into smaller micellelike ‘‘pucks’’ nearf
;0.8. This progression is analogous to the situation in c
ventional coil-coil diblock copolymer systems, where the m
nority lamellae switch to cylinders and then to spheres as
majority block becomes larger. Williams and Fredricks
anticipated the pucklike aggregates forf *0.88 by extending
the Semenov–Vasilenko calculation. However, they did
consider striplike aggregates, nor did they allow f
smectic-C type structures where the rods are tilted.6 Further-
more, their calculation used strong-segregation approxi
tions, and it ignored the steric energy in Eq.~23!, which is
very important in bilayer structures. Now that the situation
better understood and there is an exact mean-field metho
examining the model, it would be nice to reconsider the n
lamellar morphologies.

Although our mean-field calculation should, in gener
be accurate for high molecular-weight molecules,7 fluctua-
tions will modify the nematic/smectic boundary. Whe
mean-field theory predicts a continuous nematic to smect
transition, the structure function,SN(k), diverges on two cir-
cular rings oriented perpendicular to the director,n̂. Because
the divergence is not isolated to points, Brazovs
fluctuations18 will impart a discontinuity to the transition. As
the tilt angle,u, in the smectic-C phase approaches zero,
rings will shrink to points suppressing the Brazovskii flu
tuations. Thus one would normally expect the nema
smectic-A transition to remain continuous. However, an
ception arises whenn→0, because the two pointlike peaks
SN(k) broaden into two disks oriented perpendicular ton̂.
The diameter of the disks, which is of order 1/aN1/2, can be
much larger than their separation, which is of ordern/aN1/2

@see Fig. 2; recall thatSN(k) is cylindrically symmetric about
the n̂ axis and note that whenn→0, uku is approximately
equal to the radial component ofk over most of the plot#.
The broad peaks imply that smectic-C type fluctuations
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come virtually degenerate with the smectic-A ones up
very large tilt angles, which allows us to invoke the Br
zovskii argument. Thus, the nematic/smectic-A transit
could also be driven discontinuous by fluctuations provid
that n is sufficiently small. Note that as with convention
coil-coil diblocks, the Brazovskii fluctuations are suppress
by an increase in molecular weight.4

Our exact mean-field results can be compared19 with the
analytical approximations used in Refs. 7–9. It is evide
from the phase diagram in Ref. 8 that these approximati
are quantitatively inaccurate at the degrees of segregatio
our study. Furthermore, they are not qualitatively correct
all regards. For instance, a large portion of the smectic
smectic-C boundary is predicted to be discontinuous. A
the boundaries separating the smectic-A monolayer and
layer phases are at odds with our calculations; at smalf ,
Ref. 8 predicts the boundary to be discontinuous, and
larger f , they predict that the smectic-C bilayer phase w
completely separate the two smectic-A phases. Neverthe
the analytical approximations do provide a reasonable
scription of the phase behavior and they are valuable
developing intuitive explanations.

Recently, Chenet al.10,11 have synthesized five dibloc
copolymers by joining a rigid polyhexyl-isocyanate~PHIC!
block with a flexible polystrene~PS! block. The characteris-
tics of these molecules are listed in Table I along with
description of their respective morphologies. They all ha
large rod fractions and thus should be well represented
the present model. Indeed, each sample produced a sm
lamellar-type phase. Because the rods crystallized, the
angle was restricted tou50.0°, 45.9°,64.2°, 72.1°, ...,10

but still the expected trend in tilt angle was evident. In p
ticular, the largest coil fractionf 50.58 produced a mono
layer smectic-C phase with the greatest tilt angle,u'60°.
Because this sample exhibited poor long-range order, it
termed the ‘‘wavy’’ lamellar phase. The intermediate co
fractions produced a bilayer smectic-C phase with a low
tilt angle, and because of a large population of kink gra
boundaries~see Fig. 9!,20 this phase was labeled as the ‘‘zig
zag’’ morphology. At the lowest coil fractions, an unusu
smectic-O phase occurred, where the tilt angle of the r
flipped from layer to layer, producing what was called t
‘‘arrowhead’’ morphology.

Although the general behavior in Refs. 10 and 11
consistent with our predictions, a number of features are
captured by our calculation. However, we suspect these a
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consequence of nonequilibrium effects associated with
solvent-casting process. Indeed, Ref. 10 reported that m
phology depends significantly on the particular solvent u
to prepare samples. The process of solvent casting first
orders the rod-coil molecules by diluting them with a s
vent. As the solvent slowly evaporates, the rod concentra
increases and a nematic phase forms with hopefully lo
range order. Further evaporation increases the unfavor
contacts between the coil and rod segments eventually
ducing a smectic phase. We suspect that the zig-zag sam
became smectic-C at this point, while the arrowhead sam
produced a smectic-A structure. As more solvent evapora
the tilt angle in the zig-zag morphology must have varied
to the point where crystallization occurred. The changing
angle could easily induce a large number of low-energy k
boundaries like those depicted in Fig. 9. We suspect that
arrowhead morphology occurred due to a smectic
smectic-C transition. So as to cause a minimal deforma
of the sample, the tilting rods may have folded up like
accordion to produce a smectic-O structure. In such a st
ture, kink boundaries would be very costly, and hence
smectic-O phase should exhibit long-range lamellar ord
The occurrence of bilayer phases can also be attributed to
solvent, because it reduces the steric interactions. Althou
bilayer phase might become unstable as the last bit of sol
evaporates, ultraslow kinetics at that point would almost c
tainly prevent it from converting to a more stable monolay
phase. Thus, the bilayers, the kink boundaries in the zig-
morphology, and the smectic-O character of the arrowh
morphology may all be related to the solvent-casting proc
rather than to the equilibrium behavior.

VIII. SUMMARY

We have examined the phase behavior of the Semen
Vasilenko model7 for rod-coil diblock copolymers. Our re
sults are presented in terms of the conventional diblock
polymer parameters:19 xN for the degree of segregation an
f for the volume fraction of the coil block. It is also nece
sary to specify the ration5aN1/2/bN of the two length
scales,aN1/2 and bN, corresponding to the coils and rod
respectively. By applying self-consistent field techniques14

we have eliminated the approximations used in previ
studies7–9 to generate the exact mean-field phase diagram
Fig. 8. Fluctuation effects are still ignored, but they shou
be negligible except perhaps near the nematic/sme
boundary, where they can create a discontinuity in the tr
sitions. The steric effects of the rods impart fairly classi
liquid-crystalline behavior onto this system. The molecu

FIG. 9. Schematic diagram of a low-energy 2u kink boundary in a
smectic-C lamellar phase.
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exhibit a nematic (N) phase at high-temperatures where t
rods and coils mix, and they display smectic lamellar pha
once the rod and coils microphase separate. At high
fractions (f *0.7), the model should also exhibit nonlamell
structures,6,9,12 but we have not included them in our stud
The typical lamellar phase displays the smectic-C (SC) struc-
ture shown in Fig. 1~a!, where tilted rods form monolaye
domains. The tilt angleu is, in general, controlled by a com
petition between interfacial tension and coil stretchin
which favor low and high tilt angles, respectively. Towa
small f where the coil stretching is reduced,u→0 producing
a continuous transition to a monolayer smectic-A phase.
yond that, the high interfacial energy favors the formation
a bilayer phase like that shown in Fig. 1~b!, but this is
strongly opposed by the steric interactions. For small coils
very weak degrees of segregation, a smectic-A regime ex
with a significant population of rods penetrating deep in
the coil domains producing a neutral state where the coils
virtually unstretched.

Of the molecules synthesized so far, the ones that b
represent the present model are the five polyhex
isocyanate/polystrene~PHIC/PS! diblock copolymer samples
created by Chenet al.10,11 ~see Table I!. The PHIC block has
a long persistent length of;550 Å, while the PS block is
highly flexible. Each sample produced a smectic lame
morphology as expected given their large rod volume fr
tions. Although the PHIC blocks crystallized quantizing t
tilt angle in most cases tou545°, the sample with the larg
est coil fraction did exhibit a largeru supporting our pre-
dicted trend. However, the experiments also observed a n
ber of interesting features not anticipated by the theory,
we attribute these to nonequilibrium effects associated w
the solvent-casting procedure used to prepare the sam
Their zig-zag morphology could have resulted from lo
energy kink boundaries produced as the tilt angle chan
during solvent evaporation, and their smectic-O arrowhe
morphology may have occurred because of a smectic
smectic-C transition during the solvent evaporation. We a
attribute the prevalence of bilayer structures to the solve
because of its ability to reduce the steric interactions.

Theory and experiment have sketched out a reason
consistent picture of rod-coil diblock copolymer phase b
havior, but there are still many issues to be resolved. On
experimental side, this will require synthesizing more m
ecules, and carefully distinguishing nonequilibrium effec
from the equilibrium behavior. This will best be done b
working in the weak- to intermediate-segregation regim
where nonequilibrium effects are hopefully not too seve
Certainly there is much to learn about solvent effects. We
currently pursuing calculations to address our suggestion
small concentrations of solvent have dramatic effects on
phase behavior. It would also be nice to have calculati
that more accurately examine the nonlamellar phases at l
f by extending our self-consistent field technique. Once t
is accomplished, we will be well prepared to tackle mo
complicated liquid-crystalline block copolymer architectur
from which we can anticipate an even richer selection
interesting phenomena.
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APPENDIX

Here we calculate the structure function,SN(k,u), by
expanding the free energy about the nematic state. Firs
fields are approximated byw(z)'w1& cos(kz) and u(z)
'u1& cos(kz). The initial condition forq†(z,s) is straight-
forward to evaluate,

q†~z, f !'~21u1
2!22u1 cos~kLz!& cos~kz!. ~A1!

By writing q(z,s)'q0(s)1q1(s)& cos(kz) and using Eq.
~13!, we obtain the relations

d

ds
q0~s!'2w1q1~s!, ~A2!

d

ds
q1~s!'2w1q0~s!2k2a2Nq1~s!/6, ~A3!

whereq0(0)51 andq1(0)50. Next, we solve Eq.~A3! for
q1(s) using the approximationq0(s)'1, and then we solve
Eq. ~A2! to improve the approximation forq0(s). This pro-
vides us with

q~z,s!'11w1
2g~s,k2a2N/6!

2w1h~s,k2a2N/6!& cos~kz!, ~A4!

where g(s,x)[(exp(2xs)211xs)/x2 and h(s,x)5(1
2exp(2xs))/x. With that we can evaluateQ to quadratic
order in the fields:

Q /L'21S11w1
212S12g

21w1u11S22g
22u1

2 , ~A5!

whereg andSi j are defined in Sec. III. Then from the defi
nition of the densities, Eqs.~17! and ~18!, we obtain

fC,152S11w12S12g
21u1 , ~A6!

pR,152S12g
21w12S22g

22u1 . ~A7!

Inverting these equations provides expressions for the fie

w15~S12gpR,12S22fC,1!/~S11S222S12
2 !, ~A8!

u15g~S12fC,12S11gpR,1!/~S11S222S12
2 !. ~A9!

Furthermore, Eqs.~6! and ~9! provide the relations,

fR,15gpR,152fC,1 . ~A10!

Now we have all the quantities necessary to evaluate the
he

s:

ee

energy, Eq.~5!, to second order infC,1 . With simple sub-
stitutions and the approximation, ln(21x)'ln(2)1x/2
2x2/8, we arrive at

F

nkBT
'2 ln~2!2

1

2
S11w1

22S12g
21w1u12

1

2
S22g

22u1
2

1xN@ f ~12 f !1fC,1fR1
#2wC,1fC,1

2uR,1pR,12 ln~ f !1
cos~kLz!

f
pR,1fR,1

1
1

2 f 2 fR,1
2 . ~A11!

Substituting Eqs.~A8!–~A10! into Eq. ~A11! and comparing
with Eq. ~24! immediately yields the expression in Eq.~25!
for SN(k,u).
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